
PRIME MEDICAL SURGICAL SOLUTIONS

PrimePad Anti-Skid O.R. Pad Series
For use in any procedure that requires 
Trendelenburg, Reverse Trendelenburg, or 
lateral positioning .

Provides superior support and stability with a 
next-generation, innovative, high-performance 
polyurethane foam pad .

PrimePad material is made with microscopic air 
capsules that offer immediate rebound, anti-skid 
properties, enhanced breathability and increased 
patient support .

PrimePad material is not temperature sensitive and 
dissipates heat faster than memory foam.

PrimePad material provides up to 4 times greater 
peak pressure reduction compared with memory 
foam. 

Single patient use due to the dissipation of 
static properties with each use .

Single patient use to aid in infection prevention.

Compatible with patient warming devices .

Single-packed in compressed format which 
lowers shipping costs and reduces storage space 
requirements.

Available in kits that include: Patient Body Straps, 
Disposable Draw Sheets, Arm Tucking/Protection 
Sleeves, and Head Cradles.

Available in Wing format with integrated arm 
tucking and protection.

PrimePad-1

Case Pack: 10

PrimePad-1S

Case Pack: 10Page 1



Instructions for Use

• First, ensure the O.R. Mattress is secured to the
table.

• O.R. Mattress must be clean and dry. Place pad on
the table, aligning the pad and mattress perineal
cutouts. PrimePads are designed to provide
maximum O.R. Mattress coverage.

• Nothing should be placed between O.R. mattress
and PrimePad.

• MAXIMUM patient contact with the pad is key to
clinical efficacy.

• Ensure the Sacrum, Torso and Shoulders are in
DIRECT contact with the pad.

• Minimize lift/draw sheet width to maximize patient
contact with the pad.

• Prefer foam or gel donuts over pillows for intra-
operative head positioning, as patients’ shoulders
often rest on pillow instead of the pad. If using
pillows, ensure shoulders are in contact with pad.

• Pads with Table Rail Straps Only: The built-in table
rail straps should be on the bottom side of the pad.
Slide the straps downward between the rail and the
table, bring them back up and around the outside of
the rail, and affix the strap back upon itself securely.
Discard after use.

Not made with natural rubber latex
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PrimePad Anti-Skid O.R. Pad Series
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PrimePad-1: Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal cutout, 
44”x23”x1”.
PrimePad-1S: Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal cutout w/rail 
straps, 44”x23”x1”.
PrimePad-2: 2” Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal cutout, 
44”x23”x2”.
PrimePad-2S: 2” Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal cutout w/rail 
straps, 44”x23”x2”.
PrimePad-3: Ramped 1” to 2” Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal 
cutout, 44”x23”x2”.
PrimePad-3S: Ramped 1” to 2” Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal 
cutout, rail straps, 44”x23”x2”.
PrimePad-W1: Anti-Skid Pad w/integrated 24”x24” 
arm tucking/protection, perineal cutout, rail straps, 
44”x23”x1”.
PrimePad-W2: Anti-Skid Pad w/integrated 24”x16” 
arm tucking/protection, perineal cutout, rail straps, 
44”x23”x1”.
PrimePad-K1: Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal cutout w/rail 
straps, single body strap set, 44”x23”x1”.
PrimePad-K2: Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal cutout w/rail 
straps, single body strap set, disposable draw sheet, 
44”x23”x1”.
PrimePad-K3: Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal cutout w/rail 
straps, single body strap set, arm tucking sleeve pair, 
44”x23”x1”.
PrimePad-K4: Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal cutout, head/
shoulder positioner, single body strap set, arm board 
pair, 44”x23”x1”.
PrimePad-K5: 2” Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal cutout, 
head/shoulder positioner, single body strap set, arm 
tucking sleeve pair, 44”x23”x2”.
PrimePad-K6: Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal cutout w/rail 
straps, single body strap set, disposable draw sheet, arm 
tucking sleeve pair, 44”x23”x1”.
PrimePad-K7: Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal cutout w/rail 
straps, single body strap set, disposable draw sheet, arm 
tucking sleeve pair, head cradle, 44”x23”x1”.
PrimePad-K8: Anti-Skid Pad w/integrated 24”x16” arm 
tucking/protection, perineal cutout, rail straps, single 
body strap set, disposable draw sheet, head cradle, 
44”x23”x1”.
PrimePad-K9: Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal cutout w/rail 
straps, disposable draw sheet, 44”x23”x1”.
PrimePad-K10: 2” Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal cutout w/
rail straps, single body strap set, disposable draw sheet, 
44”x23”x2”.
PrimePad-PED: Pediatric Anti-Skid Pad, 24”x20”x1”.
PrimePad-SQ1: Square positioning foam 12”x12”x1”.
PrimePad-SQ2: 2” Square positioning foam 12”x12”x2”.
PrimePad-BBO: Bean Bag Overlay, 40”x38”x1”.
PrimePad-CVP: Cardiovascular Pad, 72”x23”x1”.

see full description on pages 7-10
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PRIME MEDICAL SURGICAL SOLUTIONS

PrimePad Anti-Skid O.R. Pad 
with Integrated Arm Tucking and Protection

Provides all of the features and benefits of our
PrimePad Series, with the added feature of 
integrated arm tucking and protection Wings.

The integrated arm tucking and protection offers 
patient safety and clinical staff ease of use and 
convenience in patient positioning for lithotomy/
steep Trendelenburg.

The Wing material can be used to either fully
encapsulate the patients’ arms, or they can be used
to simply pad the patients’ arms, depending upon
hospital protocol.

Any excess or unnecessary Wing material can be
removed by simply tearing it, and it easily tears in a
linear plane.

Allows the Anesthesia provider easy access to the
IV site, and Wing material allows for channeling of
IV tubing and pulse oximetry cables by tearing a
window or slit in the Wing material.

Eliminates the need to use a draw sheet for arm 
tucking and allows for 100% patient contact with 
the pad.

2 options with different widths in arm tucking/
protection material:

PrimePad-W1 Wing dimensions: 
24” long x 24” wide

PrimePad-W2 Wing dimensions: 
24” long x 16” wide

 PrimePad-W2

Case Pack: 4
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Providing a Better Way

Instructions for Use

 The PrimePad is a new innovation in anti-skid 
patient positioning, offering a next-generation, 
innovative, high-performance polyurethane foam 
pad. PrimePad offers excellent anti-skid properties, 
pressure reduction and patient support, providing 
confidence to the surgeon and staff that the patient 
will remain immobile.
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For PrimePads with Integrated Arm Tucking 
and  Protection:

Follow the Instructions For Use for the PrimePad Series 
of Anti-Skid Pads for installation of the pad on the
O.R. Mattress.

Once the patient is properly positioned on the Prime-
Pad, a draw sheet is not required to tuck and protect 
the arms. To allow for 100% patient-to-pad contact, 
remove the draw sheet and utilize the Wing material to 
tuck/protect the arms.

To utilize the Wing material for arm tucking
and protection, bring the full length of the pad
to the patient’s side to determine how much
length is needed. If excess Wing material needs
to be removed, simply tear off the un-needed
material. The material tears in linear plane, and
tearing reduces the need for scissors.

One method for utilizing the Wing material is to 
have a team member on each side of patient.
One team member will slightly “log roll” the 
patient toward them, while the other
team member wraps the patient’s arm in the
Wing and then places the end of the Wing
under the patient’s torso. Repeat the same
steps on the opposite side.

The PrimePad material’s flexibility and high coefficient 
of static friction provides secure arm tucking and pro-
tection without the need for external accessories such 
as Velcro, straps and draw/lift sheets.
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Not made with natural rubber latex
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PrimePad Series
All PrimePads are folded, compressed and 

vacuum sealed  for compact storage 
and shipping efficiency.
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PrimePad-1S PrimePad-2

Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal 
cutout w/rail straps, 

44”x23”x1”

2” Anti-Skid Pad w/
perineal cutout, 

44”x23”x2”

Case Pack: 4Case Pack: 10

Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal 
cutout, 44”x23”x1”

Case Pack: 10
PrimePad-1

PrimePad-3 PrimePad-3SPrimePad-2S

2” Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal 
cutout w/rail straps, 

44”x23”x2”

Ramped 1” to 2” Anti-
Skid Pad w/perineal 

cutout, rail straps, 
44”x23”x2”

Case Pack: 4 Case Pack: 4

Ramped 1” to 2” Anti-Skid Pad 
w/perineal cutout, 44”x23”x2”

Case Pack: 4



PrimePad Series

PrimePad-W2 PrimePad-K1

Anti-Skid Pad w/integrated 
24”x16” arm tucking/

protection, perineal cutout, 
rail straps, 44”x23”x1”

Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal 
cutout w/rail straps, 

single body strap set, 
44”x23”x1”

Case Pack: 10Case Pack: 4

Anti-Skid Pad w/integrated 
24”x24” arm tucking/

protection, perineal cutout, 
rail straps, 44”x23”x1”

Case Pack: 4
PrimePad-W1

PrimePad-K3 PrimePad-K4PrimePad-K2

Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal 
cutout w/rail straps, single 
body strap set, disposable 

draw sheet, 44”x23”x1”

Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal 
cutout, head/shoulder 
positioner, single body 

strap set, arm board pair, 
44”x23”x1”

Case Pack: 10 Case Pack: 3

Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal 
cutout w/rail straps, single 

body strap set, arm tucking 
sleeve pair, 44”x23”x1”

Case Pack: 3
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PrimePad Series

PrimePad-K9 PrimePad-K10PrimePad-K8

Anti-Skid Pad w/integrated 
24”x16” arm tucking/

protection, perineal cutout, rail 
straps, single body strap set, 
disposable draw sheet, head 

cradle, 44”x23”x1”

Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal 
cutout w/rail straps, 

disposable draw sheet, 
44”x23”x1”

2” Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal 
cutout w/rail straps, single 

body strap set,
disposable draw 
sheet,44”x23”x2”

Case Pack: 3 Case Pack: 10 Case Pack: 4

PrimePad-K5
Case Pack: 3

2” Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal 
cutout, head/shoulder 

positioner, set of two body 
straps, arm tucking sleeve 

pair, 44”x23”x2”

Case Pack: 4

Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal 
cutout w/rail straps, single 
body strap set, disposable 
draw sheet, arm tucking 
sleeve pair, 44”x23”x1”

Case Pack: 3

Anti-Skid Pad w/perineal 
cutout w/rail straps, single 
body strap set, disposable 
draw sheet, arm tucking 
sleeve pair, head cradle, 

44”x23”x1”

PrimePad-K7
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PrimePad Series

PrimePad-PED PrimePad-SQ1 PrimePad-SQ2
Case Pack: 10 Case Pack: 25 Case Pack: 25

Pediatric Anti-Skid Pad, 
24”x20”x1”

Square Positioning Foam 
12”x12”x1”

2” Square Positioning 
Foam 12”x12”x2”

PrimePad-BBO PrimePad-CVP
Case Pack: 6 Case Pack: 4

Bean Bag Overlay, 
40”x38”x1”

Cardiovascular Pad, 
72”x23”x1”
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